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NEWS LETTER

　The International EMECS Center （hereinafter referred 
to as “EMECS Center”） organized the 11th International 
Conference on the Environmental Management of Enclosed 
Coastal Seas （EMECS 11）, which was held for six days 
from August 22 to 27, 2016 in St. Petersburg in the Russian 
Federation. The conference was held as a joint conference 
with the “Sea Coasts” Working Group of the Russian 
Academy of Sciences, under the title EMECS 11 - Sea 
Coasts XXVI.
　The main theme of the conference was “Managing risks 
to coastal regions and communities in a changing world.” 
The conference was attended by 306 enclosed coastal sea 
researchers and other persons from 22 countries around 
the world. From Japan, some 80 researchers and others 
involved in research into enclosed coastal sea environments 
attended the conference, including Vice-Governor of Hyogo 
Prefecture Kazuo Kanazawa, EMECS Center President 

Motoyuki Suzuki and a group from the Hyogo Prefectural 
Assembly headed by Vice-Chair Hyakuo Fujimoto.
　Following the opening ceremony and the plenary session, 
the conference featured the ICM and Satoumi Special 
Session, individual sessions at three different venues and a 
Students and Schools Partnership （SSP） session. 130 oral 
presentations and 116 poster presentations were given at 
the conference.
　At the closing ceremony, the Saint Petersburg 
Declaration and the Students and Schools Partnership 
Declaration were adopted. It was announced that the next 
EMECS Conference, EMECS 12, will be held in 2018 in 
Pattaya, Thailand.
　In addition, a city tour of St. Petersburg was held on the 
afternoon of August 25, and a technical tour to the Flood 
Protection Barrier and the city of Kronstadt was held on 
the final day, August 27.
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□ Conference title 
EMECS 11 – Sea Coasts XXVI Joint Conference

□ Theme    
 Managing Risks to Coastal Regions and Communities in a 
Changing World

□ Conference period
22 – 27 August, 2016

□ Venue
Azimut Hotel / Russian State Hydrometeorological 　
University （RSHU） / A.P. Karpinsky Russian Geological 
Research Institute （VSEGEI）, St. Petersburg, Russia

□ Organizers
International EMECS Center, “Sea Coasts” Working 
Group of the Russian Academy of Sciences

□ Co-organizers  
Russian State Hydrometeorological University （RSHU）, 
P.P. Shirshov Institute of Oceanology of the Russian 
Academy of Sciences （IO RAS） , A.P.Karpinsky Russian 
Geological Research Institute （VSEGEI）

■ Opening Ceremony
　The opening 
ceremony started 
at 9:30 a. m. on 
August 23, and 
was held in the 
Azimut Hall at the 
Azimut Hotel, the 
main conference 
venue .  George 
Gogoberidze of 
the Russian State Hydrometeorological University, who 
served as vice chair of the local organizing committee, was 
the master of ceremonies for the opening ceremony. 
　The opening ceremony featured words of welcome from 
seven representatives of both Russia and Japan, including 
Ivan Serebritsky （Deputy Chairman of the St. Petersburg 
Committee for Use of Natural Resources, Environmental 
Protection and Ecological Safety）, Kazuo Kanazawa （Vice 
Governor, Hyogo Prefecture, Japan）, Leonid Zhindarev 

（Head, “Sea Coasts” Working Group Russian Academy of 
Sciences） and Valery Mikheev （Acting Rector, Russian 
State Hydrometeorological University）. 
　F ina l l y ,  A l exandra  Er shova  （Rus s i an  S t a t e 
Hydrometeorological University） of the local conference 
secretariat provided an overview of the conference.

■ Opening Session
　The opening ceremony began at 10:20 a. m. This was 
followed by the plenary session, with Masataka Watanabe 

（Chair, Scientific & Policy Committee, EMECS Center） 
serving as chair.
　The plenary session featured keynote addresses by 
Andrey Zatsepin （P.P. Shirshov Institute of Oceanology）, 

Motoyuki Suzuki （EMECS Center） and Evangelos 
Papathanasio （Hellenic Centre for Marine Research）. 
Following the keynote addresses, a photo session with all of the 
participants was 
held in order to take 
commemorative 
photographs.

■ Oral Presentations （Sessions）
　From August 23 through August 26 ,  130 ora l 
presentations were given in parallel sessions at three 
venues each at the Azimut Hotel and Russian State 
Hydrometeorological University （RSHU）. The topics of the 
oral presentations were as follows.

・ICM and Satoumi
・ Coastal erosion and dynamical processes in the 

nearshore zone 
・ Coastal and marine ecosystems: monitoring and 

modelling
・Coastal forecast of Russian tideless seas development
・ Sustainable use and development of coastal resources: 

Effective management and approaches  
・ Coastal systems and their dynamics （From coast to 

water and from water to coast） 
・ Climate change in the changing world. Coastal 

adaptation to climate change 
・ Prevention and Mitigation of Natural Disasters Risks 

in Coastal Regions – Special session of BRICS countries 
representatives

■ Poster Session
　The poster session was held from 4:00 to 6:00 p. m. on 
A u g u s t  2 4  i n 
Azimut Hall at the 
Azimut Hotel. A 
total of 116 posters 

（101 general and 
15 SSP students） 
were presented. 
A t  t h e  v e n u e , 
there were spirited 

（Opening ceremony at Azimut Hall）

（Session at RSHU）

（Poster session）

（Masataka Watanabe）
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questions and answers, and exchange of views between 
participants and presenters. In addition, on August 25, a 
meeting of the committee to select the winners of the best 
poster award was held, with Ruben Kosyan （P.P.Shirshov 
Institute of Oceanology） serving as chair. Six general 
posters and three SSP posters were selected to receive the 
awards for outstanding poster.

■ Closing Session
　The closing 
session began 
at 2:00 p. m. on 
August 26. The 
plenary session 
to wrap up the 
conference was 
held in Azimut 
H a l l  i n  t h e 
Azimut Hotel , 
w i t h  Andrey 
Zatsepin （P.P. Shirshov Institute of Oceanology） serving as 
chair. Presentations were given by Vladimir Kudryavtsev 

（Russian State Hydrometeorological University）, 
Zhongyuan Chen （East China Normal University） and 
Osamu Matsuda （EMECS Center）.

■ Closing Ceremony
　The closing ceremony was held beginning at 4:30 p. 
m. Masataka Watanabe （EMECS Center） gave a general 
overview of the achievements of the conference and 
expressed gratitude to all who had helped to make it a 
success.
　In addit ion, 
The Students 
a n d  S c h o o l s 
P a r t n e r s h i p 
Declaration （SSP 
De c l a r a t i o n） 
that had been 
p r e p a r e d  b y 
t h e  s t uden t s 
par t i c i pa t ing 
in the SSP Session was read aloud by them and, with a 
standing ovation, they were praised by the conference 
attendees.
　Next, David Nemazie （University of Maryland） read the 
St. Petersburg Declaration, which was adopted by all of the 
attendees.
　Ruben Kosyan （P.P. Shirshov Institute of Oceanology） 
announced the winners of the Best Poster Award that 
had been selected by the Best Poster Award Selection 
committee. The winners were introduced and presented 
with commemorative gifts.
　Finally, Piamsak Menasveta （Chulalongkorn University） 

announced that the next EMECS conference, EMECS 12, 
would be held in Pattaya, Thailand in 2018, and invited all 
of the participants to attend.
　After the closing ceremony, a gala dinner was held to 
celebrate the success of the conference and to facilitate the 
deepen ing  o f 
exchanges among 
the participants 
f r om  va r i ous 
c o u n t r i e s  i n 
anticipation of 
the next EMECS 
conference.

■ Technical tour
　The Saint Petersburg Flood Protection Barrier in the 
eastern part of the Gulf of Finland was constructed to 
protect the city from flooding in the event of a storm surge. 
Construction was completed on August 12, 2011.
　The Flood Protection Barrier extends from Lomonosov 
on the south side through Kronstadt （located on the island 
o f  Ko t l i n） t o 
Gorskaja on the 
north side. It is a 
combination dam 
and bridge that 
extends for  a 
total distance of 
25.4 km, designed 
to protect the city 
of St. Petersburg 
f rom a  water 
level rise of up to 4.55 m.
　For environmental reasons, the dam has numerous places 
that permit passage of the water in the Gulf of Finland 
and the water from the Neva River. It has an undersea 
tunnel（total length 1,961m, undersea section 1,189m）and 
a drawbridge that can be raised to allow ships to pass 
through.
　The floodgates have been closed five times in the five 
years since construction was completed. According to the 
explanation given to tour participants, the floodgates can be 
closed in approximately 45 minutes.
　In the city of 
Kronstadt, the 
participants also 
visited the Naval 
Cathedral, toured 
the gulf on an 
excursion vessel 
and engaged in 
other city
sightseeing. 

（Andrey Zatsepin）

（Best poster award ceremony）

（Tour of Flood Protection Barrier）

（Cathedral in Kronstadt）

（Gala dinner）
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　The ICM & Satoumi Special Session began at 2:00 
p. m. on August 23, in Room Berlin on the 18th floor 
of the Azimut Hotel. Tetsuo Yanagi （EMECS Center） 
served as chair.
　The special session began with a greeting from 
Kazuo Kanazawa （Vice Governor, Hyogo Prefecture, 
Japan）. This was followed by ten oral presentations, 
divided into two parts. Part 1 introduced special 
projects relating to coastal zone management in Japan. 
Part 2 focused on case studies of ICM and Satoumi. 
Part 1 featured presentations by five individual topic 
leaders on the content of research being conducted 
in Japan in the area of S-13 “Development of Coastal 
Management Method to Realize the Sustainable 
Coastal Sea,” for which Tetsuo Yanagi serves as 
Head Researcher. （The research is being conducted 
under the Environmental Research and Technology 
Development Fund of the Ministry of the Environment, 
Japan）. 
　Part 2 focused on reports from persons involved in 
research relating to ICM and Satoumi in Japan, the 
United States, the Philippines, Indonesia and Russia.

▢ Session program
【Part 1】
1.  Tetsuo Yanagi （International EMECS Center）
2.  Tetsuji Okuda （Ryukoku University）
3.  Teruhisa Komatsu （The University of Tokyo）
4.  Takafumi Yoshida （Northwest Pacific Region 

Environmental Cooperation Center）
5. Ken’ichi Nakagami （Ritsumeikan University）

【Part 2】
1. Keizo Negi （Ministry of the Environment）, Japan
2.  Robert Summers （University of Maryland）, U. S. A. 
3. David Nemazie （University of Maryland）, Philippines
4.  Suhendar Sachoemar （Agency for the Assessment 

and Application of Technology）, Indonesia
5.  Ruben Kosyan 
（P. P. Shirshov 
I n s t i t u t e  o f 
Oceanology）, 
Russia

　The Students and Schools Partnership Session （SSP 
Session） has been held since EMECS 6 in 2003, which was 
held in Bangkok, Thailand. The purpose of the session 
is to help to promote environmental education for the 
students who will become the leaders of environmental 
preservation activities in the next generation. At EMECS 
11, a total of 13 students — nine from Russia, two from 
the United States and two from Japan —participated in 
the SSP Session.
　The initial session “Perspectives on Climate Change 
and Coastal Environments” was held beginning at 10:30 
a. m. on August 24, at the A.P. Karpinsky Russian 
Geological Research Institute （VSEGEI）. Daria 
R y a b c h u k 

（ V S E G E I ） 
spoke about 
t h e  B a l t i c 
Sea, Michael 
H a r d e s t y 

（Washington 
C o l l e g e ） 
spoke about 
Chesapeake 
Bay, Tetsuo Yanagi （EMECS Center） spoke about the 
Seto Inland Sea, and Jean-Paul Ducrotoy （The University 
of Hull） spoke about the North Sea. In the afternoon, the 

students toured the museum at VSEGEI, and at 4:00 p. m. 
they participated in the poster session that was held at 
the Azimut Hotel.
　On August 25 and 26, Wayne Bell（Washington 
College）and Daria Ryabchuk served as co-chairs for 
sessions at the Russian State Hydrometeorological 
University. The sessions consisted of oral presentations 
and a question 
and answer 
session.
At the closing 
session held on 
the afternoon 
of August 26, 
three groups 
c o n s i s t i n g 
of four students 
—Yuma Hayashi （Japan）, Sergey Krylenko （Russia）, 
Kirstin Webb （U. S. A.） and Erika Koontz （U. S. A.） 
received awards at the Best Poster awards presentation.
　In addition, the SSP Declaration prepared by the 
students through discussions was read aloud by six 
students in turn. The students also broadened their 
knowledge by participating in the city tour that was 
held on the afternoon of August 23 and the technical 
tour that was held on August 27.

（SSP participants at VSEGEI）

（Discussion）

 ICM & Satoumi Special Session 

The Students and Schools Partnership Session （SSP Session）

（Chair, Tetsuo Yanagi）
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　The theme of the EMECS11 – Sea CoastsXXVI Conference is Managing risks to coastal regions and 
communities in a changing world. 

　Much like the recovery of the Oriental White Stork in Japan, that had been extirpated in the 1970’s, 
restocked with chicks from Russia, to 90 breeding pairs today, restoration takes time and often requires 
international cooperation, but can be effective.  It is much more so for ecosystems like enclosed coastal 
seas, that are often shared by multiple countries with high population densities, significant uses （fisheries, 
shipping, etc）, and extensive vulnerability to hazards.  Engagement between individuals from the 
scientific, stakeholder, management, and political communities have shown that pollution can be reduced 
and environments can begin the long process of recovery and restoration.   

　For example, well over 50 years ago scientists began to link eutrophication to low dissolved oxygen, 
sea grass declines and reduction in fish production.  By reducing nutrient loading, scientists are now 
showing that the recovery of these coastal systems has begun. These changes are largely only occurring 
in systems that have applied shared governance systems, such as Satoumi, where scientists, stakeholders, 
managers, and politicians have proactively worked together.  Additionally, the new and emerging 
international partnerships on large enclosed coastal seas, such as the Gulf of Finland, Black Sea, Sea of 
Japan, North Pole Sea bring us closer to solving the global challenges we face.     

　This restoration network is stronger than ever but  there are new emerging threats that require our 
attention and international cooperation.  The rate of temperature change is increasing as the melting of 
our polar ice sheets raise our seas, change winds & currents, exacerbate flooding while infrastructure, 
human health and safety are threatened.  Micro-plastics, ocean acidification, & harmful algal blooms are 
additional emerging threats that require our attention today so it will not take another 50 years before 
we begin to take significant action.

　THEREFORE, WE DECLARE, the international community 
of scientists must work together to continue to reduce the time 
between discovery and community engagement to enhance 
the effectiveness of shared governance.  This requires new 
partnerships and educational networks focused on our youth and 
underrepresented stakeholders, to engage communities at the local, 
regional and international scale that enhances a governance model 
that can react quickly.  We have made great progress but we 
must adapt faster than the pace of change the world is currently 
experiencing.

St. Petersburg, Russian Federation
26 August, 2016

ST. PETERSBURG DECLARATION

David Nemazie
Chair, Congress Closing Statement
Drafting Committee
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　This declaration is the collaborative product of 13 students from Japan, Russia, and the United States 
of America who were fortunate to participate and benefit from the EMECS 11 – Sea Coasts XXVI Joint 
Conference in Saint Petersburg, Russia. We express our gratitude for the warm welcome from our 
international hosts, the wonderful presentations from the main conference participants, the hard work 
and dedication of the chair and the organizing committees, and the fruitful engagement of the students 
and educators in the sixth Students and Schools Partnership session.

　In our SSP session, we identified a lack of clear communication of science to the public as the primary 
issue that inhibits effectual understanding and action. Science needs to be more accessible to the average 
person, and this can be done by communicating the message in clear and simple terms. The message 
needs to be presented in a relatable format to lessen the gap between scientific knowledge and general 
understanding. Improving the transfer of knowledge also needs to be included in our education systems.

　When environmental education at all levels is lacking, citizen involvement in environmental issues 
is delayed or nonexistent. In order to encourage action, we must first revolutionize our environmental 
education. This can be remedied through hands-on learning and the incorporation of solution-based 
curriculum regarding the world’s most urgent environmental issue: climate change. This engagement 
develops a network of lifelong learners, which lessens the divide between scientific knowledge and public 
understanding. These learners will use their new understanding and apply it in the political realm to 
emphasize the importance of the environment and demand government action.

　While it is also important to take action on the individual level, it is crucial to work at the community 
level. Being adaptable in a changing world requires the sharing of knowledge and ideas in local, regional, 
and global communities. We need to work together to find a solution that fits the scale of the problem.

　We are thankful for this opportunity to learn about the challenges and progress that is being made 
towards creating solutions around the world. When we overcome our differences in culture, language, 
and discipline, we generate stronger solutions and better prepare for the future.

　One person cannot change everything. But if 
millions of people make a little change together 
to protect our nature, the earth will be different. 
The young generation like us must take over 
the will and efforts to conserve our nature hand 
in hand for all the creatures sharing the earth. 
Let’s think about what we can do together.

St. Petersburg, Russian Federation 
                     26 August, 2016

Adapting in Changing World: Improving Communication, Education, and Action

THE STUDENTS AND SCHOOLS 
PARTNERSHIP DECLARATION  （Excerpt） 
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　The International EMECS Center was asked by the 
International Lake Environment Committee Foundation 

（ILEC） to conduct training relating to coastal zones, 
as part of the FY 2016 JICA training course entitled, 

‘Integrated basin management for sustainable use and 
preservation of water resources （lakes, rivers and coastal 
waters）’ that ILEC had been commissioned by JICA to 
conduct.
　This training course follows the ‘Integrated basin 
management for lake environment’ course that ILEC had 
conducted for 11 years from FY 2005 through FY 2015. It 
is designed for technical administrators and researchers 
and other personnel from developing countries who are 
involved in basin management. 
　In basin management for rivers, lakes, coastal zones 
and other environments in which many stakeholders are 
involved, it is important to pursue sustainable use and 
preservation of water resources in an integrated manner, 
integrating the six key issue areas of organizational 
structure, policy, involvement, technological capability, 
information and financial resources.
　The training course begins with Integrated Lake 
Basin Management （ILBM） and is designed to deepen 
understanding of the approach to appropriate management 
of lakes, rivers, coastal zones and other standing water and 
flowing water systems, in order to contribute to improved 
governance for basin management in developing countries.

1. Overview of FY 2016
　Training period: Monday, August 15 - Saturday, October 
15 （2 months）
Trainees: 10 trainees from 9 countries （1 each from 

Albania, Egypt, India, Iraq, Mexico, Myanmar, the 
Philippines and Spain, and 2 from Uganda）

Training institutions: ILEC, Shiga Prefecture, Lake Biwa 
Environmental Research Institute, Lake Biwa Museum, 
Yodogawa River Office, International EMECS Center etc.

2.  Training overseen by the International 
EMECS Center

　With regard to coastal seas management techniques 
whose goal is the achievement of sustainable coastal seas, 
the International EMECS Center held lectures on the 
current status of coastal seas in the Seto Inland Sea and 
other areas and measures that should be taken for these 
areas, as well as visits to and explanation of relevant sites.
Training dates: Thursday, September 15 - Friday, 

September 16 （2 days）

Content of training:
September 15
Morning: Lecture ‘Concept and Practices of Satoumi in 

Japan and Lessons Learned’
Afternoon: Lecture ‘Environmental Management of Enclosed 

Coastal Seas in the World’
Lecture ‘Environmental Management of the Seto Inland Sea’

September 16
Morning: Visit to the International EMECS Center 

Amagasaki water purification testing facility （explanation 
of facility, site observation, training in simple water 
quality analysis and water purification using bivalves）

Afternoon: Visit to Hyogo Prefectural Government 
Hanshin-minami Center and Amagasaki Canal biological 
purification facility （explanation of the Amagasaki 21st 
Century Forest Project and explanation and tour of 
biological purification facility）
Visit to Amagasaki Port Administration Office, 
Amagasaki Lock （explanation and tour of facility）

JICA Training Report

（Tour of Amagasaki Lock）

（Lecture）

（Training in water purification using bivalves）
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　The 56th international conference of the Estuarine 
& Coastal Sciences Association （ECSA 56） was held 
September 4 - 7, 2016 in Bremen, Germany. The theme of 
the conference was ‘Coastal systems in transition: From a 

‘natural’ to an ‘anthropogenically - modified’ state.’ The 
International EMECS Center （“EMECS”） was a sponsor 
of the conference and also presented EMECS Student 
Presentation Awards. In all, ECSA 56 was attended by 
approximately 500 persons. The conference included 
regular sessions and special sessions on a wide range of 
issues — 36 topics in five areas, presented at five different 
venues. There were approximately 300 oral presentations 
and 200 poster presentations.
　Attending the conference from EMECS were Vice-Chair 
of Board of Directors Osamu Matsuda （Professor Emeritus, 
Hiroshima University）, Principal Researcher Tetsuo 
Yanagi （Professor Emeritus, Kyushu University） and Eric 
Wolanski, member of the Scientific & Policy Committee 

（Professor, James Cook University）.
　Professor Wolanski and Professor Matsuda served as 
co-chairs of the EMECS Session which was held on the 
second day of the conference. The session featured five 
presentations by attendees from Japan, Sweden and 
Germany. Professor Yanagi gave a presentation on the 
Ministry of the Environment’s Environment Research and 
Technology Development Fund S-13 project “Development 
of Coastal Management Method to Realize the Sustainable 
Coastal Sea.” Professor Matsuda’s presentation was 
entitled, ‘Recent shift of environmental management policy 
in the Seto Inland Sea, Japan from water quality control to 
maximization of ecosystem services.’ Both presentations 
garnered a favorable reception and were followed by 
spirited question and answer sessions.

　The conference also featured workshops on ‘Ecosystem 
Network Analysis’, techniques for analyzing ecosystem 
networks, and ‘Publishing and Reviewing in International 
Journals’ - a workshop for students and young researchers 
on submitting papers to international academic journals 
and giving presentations and so on. This provided an 
opportunity for young researchers to receive high-level 
guidance.
　On the final day of the conference, Professor Matsuda 
and Professor Wolanski presented the EMECS Student 
Presentation Awards to two outstanding oral presentations 

（by presenters from New Zealand and Chile） and two 
poster presentations （by presenters from Germany and 
the Netherlands）. The recipients received enthusiastic 
applause from the conference attendees.
　This is the fourth ECSA conference at which EMECS 
Student Presentation Awards have been given. The award 
is expected to further motivate the recipients to conduct 
research, and will hopefully lead them to specialize in 
estuarine and coastal zone research and become future 
leaders in this field. 

Promoting EMECS Science Outcomes

Report of ECSA56 Conference in Bremen, Germany

（EMECS Student Presentation Award）

Call for Articles
Contributions from readers （reports of research on enclosed coastal seas, conference information, etc） would be greatly appreciated.

DRI East Bldg. 5F 1-5-2, Wakinohama-kaigandori, Chuo-ku, Kobe 651-0073, JAPAN
TEL: +81-78-252-0234　　FAX: +81-78-252-0404

URL: http://www.emecs.or.jp/en/　　　E-mail: secret@emecs.or.jp

International EMECS Center
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